Sandpile models with randomized updating rules are studied. The randomness is not quenched, but set dynamically by the dissipation events (avalanches) in the system. Relaxation from fixed updating rules is here a consequence of medium anisotropy and motivated by the behavior of various driven physical systems. A one-dimensional sandpile model in which the critical slope at a site varies as the process proceeds displays self-organized criticality. The model allows one to build in an internal relaxation mechanism separated from the external driving Aux and underlying the noise of the process. I n this Letter we propose that the updating rules should be active parts of the models. Our main argument is that the updating rules are not distinct from the state of the system, but are rather intrinsic properties deter mined by its structure, which changes as the process e[olt es. In the models the rules are always local, the neighborhood configuration determines what to do next, but these configurations change continuously.
cal models that display self-organized criticality, in the sense that the avalanche size distributions and related quantities are power laws. However, the Bak model and related models do not and cannot have 1/f noise; they have a 1/f spectrum [3] [4] [5] , whereas 1/f noise can be found at finite driving rates [2] . Diverse processes including earthquakes, turbulence, and economics have been proposed to possess self-organized criticality, but experimental verification is still lacking for most of the candidates [2] . Further studies on both real and idealized experimental systems are clearly needed.
I n this Letter we propose that the updating rules should be active parts of the models. Our main argument is that the updating rules are not distinct from the state of the system, but are rather intrinsic properties deter mined by its structure, which changes as the process e[olt es. In the models the rules are always local, the neighborhood configuration determines what to do next, but these configurations change continuously.
Dynamically changing rules have been discussed before but not studied in detail [5] [6] [7] . Attempts to incorporate inertial effects in sandpile models utilize dynamically changing rules [8] . The changing rules in our model are a consequence of the medium through which the process propagates, or more precisely, a consequence of anisotropy in the structures generated in the medium by the process.
Several general questions motivate this study.
First, these features may be important when designing new model experiments with possible self-organized criticality. Second, we argue that the noise of these models should be generated by some internal mechanism of the process itself, rather than by an external source. Third, we draw attention to a possible separation of an internal relaxation mechanism from the external driving force.
These general ideas are investigated through a simple numerical model in one dimension (ID [11] .
However, the disorder was quenched; as the process evolved a new grain of identical size replaced the old one at precisely the same position at the surface of the pile.
We find that disorder has a dramatic influence on the dynamics of these systems. As a result of the transport process the grains in the surface layer are constantly exchanged. If there are variations in grain size, shape, or surface properties, the configurations may vary locally. But since some configurations are more stable than others, the tolerated (critical) slope may vary along the surface. In preliminary experiments with a quasi 1D granular system we observe these ever-shifting surface configurations [12] .
Before we describe the numerical model we will allude to some relevant experimental situations. Experiments on sandpiles under different conditions have been reported [13] . When [7] . A related process occurs during very slow immiscible fluid-fluid displacement influenced by buoyancy in porous media. The growth of the invading fluid structure is dominated by a single finger which fragments into a chain of blobs [14] . The transport along this fluid structure under continuous injection shows long periods with little activity and sudden large drainage events that alter the blob configuration [15] .
Still another process is the flow of water between two parallel and closely spaced inclined plates [16] . When the algorithm has been applied for a long enough time and a step structure built up, the system reaches a critical state. We find that the avalanche size distribution D(s) is a simple power law, D(s) cc s ' with r close to -', ; see Fig. 3 . Mass conservation [17] has a profound effect on the value of r. For a different model in which every avalanche conserves mass but moves on a pure random walk profile (so that the model is nonconservative), we measure r = -', . This is reasonable since the increment of the excess mass performs a random walk, and the probability for the avalanche to proceed scales with size as the probability for return to origin, P(s) ccs ', a= 2, i.e., r =a+2= 2 . In comparison, the steps in the main model e%ciently restrain the avalanches and make large ones less probable. The energy dissipation (loss of potential energy) in our main model has a 1/f power spectrum. "Fluctuation phenomena are 'the tip of the iceberg' revealing the existence, behind even the most quiescent appearing macroscopic states, of an underlying world of agitated ever changing microscopic processes [18] . " To improve sandpile models as tools for understanding fluctuations and responses we believe it is important to consider models where the fiux (a tunable external parameter) is separated from the internal relaxation mechanism (an intrinsic property of the system), as in some experimental systems [14] [15] [16] [17] assume that the profile is on the average flat, we find more dram a tie fl uctu at ion s.
In conclusion, we have discussed driven systems where the process continuously modifies the medium through which it propagates. In a ID sandpile model we find that this medium anisotropy leads to a history-dependent process with self-organized criticality. An internal relaxation mechanism separated from the driving flux may be incorporated, and several regimes are expected as the flux is tuned.
